SINCE 1996
For over 27 years, our knowledgable team has provided artists with quality products and services nationwide.

ONE STOP SHOP
Kingpin has the largest selection of tattoo and medical supplies in the industry.

FAST DELIVERY
With warehouses serving four major metro areas, Kingpin delivers your supplies with fast shipping!
COAST TO COAST SHIPPING

Faster shipping means you get what you need now. No more waiting around for your tattoo supplies — our 4 warehouses make it easy to get your order in 1-3 days.

LOCATIONS
St. Petersburg, FL
Anaheim, CA
Austin, TX
Phillipsburg, NJ

HOURS
East Coast | Monday - Friday | 9am - 6pm (EST) | Customer Service Hours 9am - 9pm (EST)
West Coast | Monday - Friday | 9am - 6pm (PST)
Texas | Monday - Friday | 9am - 6pm (CST)

Furniture Drop Ship Only

Visit our site for Ordering, Shipping and Return Policies

KINGPINTATTOOSUPPLY.COM

ESTIMATED TRANSIT TIMES

1 Day
2 Days
3 Days

855-KINGPIN (546-4746) / 1 /
DISCOVER THE BEST TATTOO PRODUCTS FROM OUR TRUSTED BRANDS AT KINGPIN
OLD SCHOOL MEETS NEW SCHOOL
Check out Kingpin’s new rotary machines that work for both cartridges and needle on bar.
Kingpin needles are renowned for setting the benchmark in the industry, offering unmatched quality and consistency since 1996. Explore our selection of needles from bestselling brands at KingpinTattooSupply.com.

**Kingpin Needle on Bar**

- Made in collaboration with tattooer Johannes Nota
- 30% increased pin hardness
- Increased needle flexibility
- Textured 316L surgical stainless steel
- Lab Certified lead-free silver bearing solder

**Kingpin Textured Needles**

- Textured 316L surgical stainless steel
- Lab certified lead free silver bearing solder
- Superior ink retention

**Kingpin Black Stallion Needles**

- Polished 316L surgical stainless steel
- Lab certified lead free silver bearing solder
- Superior ink retention w/seamless skin penetration

**Kingpin Polished Needles**
CARTRIDGES

Experience clean and efficient tattooing with Kingpin’s wide range of versatile cartridges, including liners, shaders, and magnums in various configurations.

BISHOP DA VINCI V2
- Designed by Carlos Torres & Franco Vescovi
- Side vent hole provides superior ink flow
- Compatible with all grip types and pen machines

PRIME+
- Transparent housing for total visibility
- Great needle stability and performance with affordability in mind

NEW ENSO
- 316L Japanese Stainless steel
- Stainless steel housing
- Weighted cartridge provides an amazing lining experience

TATSOUL ENVY GEN 2
- Finger ledge innovation offers both comfort and better control
- Envy Needles undergo industry only 30 point inspection process for best consistency

KWADRON
- Unique needle stabilizing system
- Full membrane protects against ink back flow

CARTRIDGES
Experience clean and efficient tattooing with Kingpin’s wide range of versatile cartridges, including liners, shaders, and magnums in various configurations.
DISPOSABLE TUBES

Discover the ideal combination of safety and convenience with our disposable tube collection from trusted brands like TATSOUL, True Tubes, and more!

KINGPIN
BLUE DISPOSABLE TUBES

- Ergo grip designed for maximum comfort
- Diamond knurling for secure grip and precision
- Medical-grade polycarbonate plastic
- Unobtrusive clear tip design
- EO Sterilized

TATSOUL
WRATH NEXUS

- Extended finger ledge improves control and comfort
- Semi-transparent tip allows needle visibility
- Improved tip design provides optimized ink flow
- Expanded grip pattern for less hand fatigue
- EO Sterilized
DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGE GRIPS

Kingpin proudly offers professional artists a large variety of top-rated disposable cartridge grips to choose from. Browse many different shapes and styles to maximize your comfort and career longevity.

**TATSOUL x BISHOP WRATH GEL WAND GRIPS**

- Compatible with all Bishop Wands & Bishop Power Wands
- Available in 1.25" & 1.50" grip sizes
- Sterilized disposable grips
- Gel grip promotes comfort & reduces vibrations

**BISHOP ARMA ADJUSTABLE DISPOSABLE GRIPS**

- Universal cartridge compatibility
- Fits all rotary tattoo machines
- Available in both screw-top & standard back stem format
  - Screw-top grips available in 1.2", 1.5", 2.0"
  - Standard tube grip available in 1.2"
- High density foam material promotes comfort & reduces vibration

**TATSOUL WRATH GEL GRIPS**

- Surgical-grade gel grip provides both comfort and dampens vibration
- Precision locking mechanism secures all commonly used cartridge brands
- Available in 1", 1.25", and 1.5" diameters
TATTOO MACHINES

Find the machine that fits your needs. From classic coils to pens, Kingpin carries all the latest styles from renowned brands.

CRITICAL TORQUE PEN MACHINE

- Single pass power
- Powerful custom German brushless motor
- Firmer and more consistent needle hit
- Vibration dampening solution
- Max battery life of up to 15 hours (Critical V3 battery)
- Tracks time and hourly rate
- Available in 3.5mm or 4.2mm stroke
- Bluetooth 5.0
- Compatible with the Critical Connect Foot Switch

KINGPIN ARIA DELUXE ROTARY MACHINE
3.5MM ALUMINUM & BRASS

- Designed in-house, at Kingpin in collaboration with Ernie Dellaperuto (Deluxe Irons)
- Features black and brass accents with Deluxe Irons x KP coin
- Faulhaber motor delivers consistent and dependable power
- Cartridge and Needle on Bar friendly

Great power and versatility!
@BILLCANALES

Motor is strong with no fluctuation.
@JAMIELEETATTOO

A masterpiece in design, consistency, and power in a tool I will be happily using every day.
@WHOSWILLGEE
BISHOP POWER WAND (LINER, PACKER OR SHADER)

- The Power Wand + Shorty Battery give artists big power with the lightest setup at 4.4” H & 5.2 oz.
- Innovative magnetic connection allows for 360-positioning of the battery to customize screen position & easily swap batteries
- Includes TWO Critical Connect enabled battery packs, featuring Bluetooth 5.0, & Critical Core technology
- Compatible with the Critical Connect Foot Switch for artists that want a foot pedal to wirelessly control their pen machines in either continuous or momentary mode (FS sold separately)

KWADRON EQUALISER WIRELESS NEUTRON ROTARY TATTOO MACHINE

- Wireless design to eliminate the use of cords
- Display screen that shows voltage, battery indicator, and timer (resets each time it turns off)
- Upgraded circuitry and software that provides higher durability and consistent voltage
- Up to 8-hour battery runtime

KWADRON EQUALISER ASTRAL PEN ROTARY TATTOO MACHINE

- 4.0mm stroke and 6W motor combined to provide a harder hitting experience
- Great for color packing and lining, but versatile enough for most styles
- Compact, ergonomically designed grip to assist in a secure fit with little fatigue
ETERNAL INK
PITCH BLACK TATTOO INK

• Ideal for lining
• Great all-around black ink
• Darkest black ink on the market
• Reliable, workable, black ink that will heal and hold as black as it goes in
• Made for artists by artists
• Made from organic pigments
• Vegan product
STENCIL PRODUCTS

Ensure your vision comes to life by simplifying the tattoo stencil-making process with quality products you can count on.

clear cut stencil

- Transparent thermal transfer paper
- Essential tool for every tattoo shop to have on hand
- Perfect for long session tattoos that need stencil reapplication, cover ups, and tight fitting spaces
- Created by tattooer, Brandon Henderson
- 25 Sheets per box

prime tattoo thermal paper

- Purple dye thermal stencil paper
- Compatible with all thermal printers
- Reliable quality
- Best value
- 100 Sheets per box

A4 thermal imager 1350 watt

- US standard - Includes a US 110V power cord
- Easy one-button cleaning function
- European CE certified
- 1350 watt output
- Includes transparent carrier, fresh Spirit Master & instructions
- 2-year manufacturer warranty
- Important Note: Laser printer needed for stencils (not compatible with inkjet prints)

stencil stuff

- Produces crisp, lasting stencils
- Vegan friendly
- Trusted for years
- Available in 4oz and 8oz

bishop stencil-it

- 100 ML
- Antibacterial
- Easy to apply (allow 10 minutes to dry)
JET BLACK
3.5 GRAM NITRILE GLOVES

• Powder-free & natural rubber latex-free
• Non-sterile, ambidextrous, single-use
• Full textured surface
TATTOO MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Kingpin leads the industry with an extensive collection of top brands in PPE. Explore our selection and discover renowned brands like Jet Black Premium Supply, known for their specially designed products for tattoo artists, including gloves, ink caps, masks, razors, barrier film and more.

**JET BLACK BED DRAPE SHEETS**
- Super soft, linen-like material
- Fluid barrier sheet protects surfaces and speeds up clean-up
- No tissue component to rip or peel off
- Nonabsorbent
- Leakproof and breathable

**JET BLACK ECO-FRIENDLY STERILIZED TONGUE DEPRESSORS 100/BOX**
- Made using eco-friendly bamboo material
- Eliminates container contamination when transferring ointments
- Individually packaged & EO sterilized
- Dual branded and debossed with both Jet Black & Inkeeze logos to aid in grip
- 5” L x 1” W (each depressor)

**JET BLACK ECO-FRIENDLY INK CAPS**
- Made with Natural Ingredients
- Each individual ink cap is made from thick pressed and molded paper stock
- Wide base for increased stability
- Color: Cream

**JET BLACK ESSENTIAL SOAP**
- 16:1 Recommended dilution (vs. 9:1 For competitor tattoo soap)
- Antimicrobial/anti-fungal properties
- Hydrating & moisturizing
- Anti-inflammatory
- Tearless soap
- No added alcohol, dyes, & fragrances
- Sulfate-free
- Built-in 15ml measuring cap

**INKEEZE INK GUARD FILM**
- Ensures your client’s tattoo heals brighter and maintains darker blacks by blocking out harmful irritants like sunlight, dirt, microbes, and even water to maximize ink’s vibrancy
- Ultra-breathable, lightweight construction that helps deliver oxygen to wounded skin while locking in your body’s natural healing agents

**RECOVERY DERM SHIELD**
- Light, latex-free, transparent matte film bandage
- Black variant offers
- Eliminates scabbing and reduces risk of scarring
- Maximum breathability and flexibility for flawless healing
- Waterproof and permeable to allow perspiration
TATSOUL
PYLON ARM REST
• 360-degree ball-mounted cushion
• Tripod base for stability
• Easily disassembled for transportation
• Sturdy steel frame

TATSOUL
OROS CLIENT BED
• Hands free extended height adjustability
• Ergonomic comfort design allows artists to sit or stand during sessions
• Backrest and leg rest adjustability
• Wireless lift control utilizing rechargeable battery that lasts for days
TATSOUL OROS LINK 680 ARM REST

- Adjustable chrome-plated steel hand grip for enhanced accessibility and comfort
- Increased cushion size
- Ball mount for 360-degree infinite angle adjustment
- Stable sturdy base design for enhanced stability

TATSOUL OROS 680 CLIENT CHAIR

- Multi-layered cushioning for superior comfort and pressure reduction
- Rotates 360-degrees and locks in location with foot lever
- Back rest adjustment from 0 degree flat to 90-degree upward incline
- High/low straddle position for lower/mid-back tattoos

TATSOUL MAKO STUDIO CHAIR

- Backrest cradles the back when facing forward and also provides chest support when straddling
- Durable metal base with non-marking wheels
- Smooth, high quality vinyl
- Provides ergonomic support
TATTOO FURNITURE

Equip your tattoo shop with essential furniture, artist setups, and fixtures for smooth operations.

TATSOUL 570 TATTOO CLIENT CHAIR

• Upholstered in PVC vinyl
• Multi-layered cushioning for superior comfort and pressure reduction
• High/Low straddle position for lower/mid-back back tattoos
• Leg extensions for tall clients
• Rotates in horizontal direction and locks in location with foot lever

TATSOUL OROS ARTIST CHAIR

• 4” Thicker Oros Cushion
• Adjustable backrest, seat, & height
• Roller blade wheels offer smooth movement & stability
• Sloped leg openings provide a free range of motion

TATSOUL 270 ARTIST CHAIR

• Ultra comfortable seat design to mold to your body
• Ergonomic back rest design
• Full range of adjustments including back tilt, seat tilt, backrest height adjustment, pneumatic seat height adjustment
• Flexible backrest to fit any part of your back
• Patented straddle position helps relieve back pressure by using the back rest as a chest support
TATSOUL
X PORTABLE TATTOO TABLE

- Dolly feature transforms into a dolly with six heavy duty casters and a rolling capacity of 300 lbs.
- Folds in half and meets standard airline check-in without oversized or overweight fees (under 50 lbs.)
- Retractable support bars can be used as leg rest, straddle rest, arm rest, secondary back rest, and dolly pulley arm
- Heavy duty canvas backpack comes with backpack straps and carrying handles for easy transport

LUME CUBE
CORDLESS RING LIGHT PRO

- Edge-Lit Technology – 256 inward-facing LEDs with built-in diffusion delivers powerful but soft light with even coverage
- Long Battery Life – Up to 70 minutes on full brightness and up to 120 minutes at lower output
- Adjustable Color Temperature & Brightness – Full control of your preferred light temperature and brightness
- Remote Control – Wireless remote adjusts brightness and temperature with preset shortcut buttons and the option to pair multiple Ring Light Pros

LUME CUBE
EDGE LIGHT

- Rotating Light Head - Seamlessly converts into a video conference or streaming light
- 5 Pivot Points - Perfect light placement anywhere on your desk
- USB-A & USB-C Charging Ports - Charge multiple devices at once
- Universal Desk Clamp Mount - Mounts to any desk up to 2 1/8" thick, to help you take back your workspace
GLIDES AND AFTERCARE

Shop Kingpin’s bestselling aftercare brands from Inkeeze to Tattoo Goo to achieve your best looking results.

- Vegan and sensitive formulas available
- Sun protective products
- Bulk options to stock up your shop

GLOVES AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

Kingpin offers the largest selection of gloves from quality brands including Jet Black, Adenna, and many more at the best prices in the industry.

DISINFECTANTS AND CLEANERS

Shop everything you need to keep your shop clean, safe, and sanitary.

SEE OUR FULL LINE OF PRODUCTS AT KINGPINTATTOOSUPPLY.COM
QUICK AND EASY FINANCING. NO HIDDEN FEES.
Make easy monthly payments over 3, 6, or 12 months, starting at 0% APR.
kingpintattoosupply.com/affirm

STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME
Upgrade Your Setup Today & Pay Later with Affirm
FOR PROFESSIONALS ONLY

KINGPINTATTOOSUPPLY.COM
855-KINGPIN (546-4746)